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NANCY'S MONTHLY FORECAST
2014 is ruled by the vibration of the Universal Number Seven. This year is a very fertile time for us to learn to create our
desired realities by both mastering our thoughts and transcending our thoughts to access the realms of the unseen through
our extrasensory abilities.

N-SIGHTS FOR JULY 2014

BREAKING FREE
The Number Codes for July
July 2014 is a Five Universal Month. Five is all about Fertility, Birth, Freedom, Change. and The Unexpected.
Our Seven Universal Year focuses on Divine Revelations, Truth Revealed, Healing and Convalescence, Preparation for
Change, the Power of Mind and Intuition
July (the calendar month) is the Seventh Month of 2014 which enhances and magnifies the year’s Seven vibration.
This can be a month of amazing spiritual revelations.
July’s (the word’s) Soul Number is Three, the number of Creative Expression, Heart Energy and the Inner Child
July’s (the word’s) Letter Sum is Five, the same number as our Universal Month number explained above.
How July adds up:
You may recall that last month’s forecast focused on doing our individual and collective “spiritual housecleaning” to
engage in processes to rid ourselves of the belief systems and habits that keep us stuck in self-defeating ego-based
behaviors and the third dimensional world of lack, limitation and feelings of unworthiness.
To the extent that you/we were successful last month, July offers us the climate and opportunity to advance into a
new paradigm of freedom and joy to be our authentic selves. Again, each one of us is on our own path so each
experience is likely to be different, and some will make more progress than others. A Number Five Month in a
Number Seven Year can be translated (using numerology parlance) into “NEW” (number five) “THOUGHT” (number
seven.)
On a more mundane level, this month can be supportive to us for coming up with new ideas for life enrichment as
well as for marketing products and services related to education, spirituality, metaphysics and the occult.
Five also relates to the nervous system so those of you who are susceptible to nervous anxiety are likely to be more
vulnerable to this condition in July, particularly if you have a lot of Five energy in your natal numerology chart. (I
include myself here as seven out of the twelve letters in my natal birth name have the Number Five vibration.) If
you’re in this category, place yourself in tranquil surroundings as much as possible and indulge in frequent bouts of
deep breathing.
Five can also make us prone to unfocused energies (wanting to go in several directions at once!) and also to
gambling and overindulgence in all the sensual pleasures of life – particularly if Five is a predominant number in your
natal numerology chart. Forewarned is forearmed I say!
On a national and worldwide level, our Five month may offer us the news about new inventions – particularly those
related to electronics and the internet. We may hear of events that are unexpected and out of the blue and possibly
even shocking in their impact. In addition the odds are higher than usual for there to be an unexpected natural
phenomenon related to the Earth itself such as a volcano or earthquake. (Pray that if the Earth demonstrates a need
to create upheaval it is in an unpopulated area.)
Important Dates This Month
Tuesday, July 1, 2014       End, Mercury Retrograde Period
Friday, July 4, 2014

Independence Day (USA)

Saturday, July 12, 2014

Full Moon in Capricorn

Sunday, July 20, 2014

End, Saturn Retrograde Period

Monday, July 21, 2014      Uranus Goes Retrograde
Saturday, July 26, 2014

New Moon in Leo

The Bottom Line This Month –
It’s a good month to initiate something new in your life – particularly if it’s related to electronics or the internet.
It’s a good month to take action to make desired life changes. Be open to some risk-taking as Five supports this as
well – but watch out for jumping in over your head.
It’s a good month to be flexible when things change at a moment’s notice.
It’s a good month to do what it takes to stay focused as Five can cause us to scatter our energy.
It’s a good month to care for your nervous system if you are a sensitive individual. Stopping to take deep breathing
breaks can be especially helpful.
It’s a good month to avoid taking risks that can get you in hot water as well as avoiding disrespecting your body by
careless overindulgence in food, drink and/or other substances to which we might become addicted.
On the most positive note – It’s a good month to plan at least one action step that will take you in the direction of
your dreams – even it it means stretching a bit beyond your comfort zone.
I’m called to share this inspiration for “breaking free” of old limitations by offering this visually innovative “Shatter
Me” video by masterful violinist, composer and dancer, Lindsey Stirling. Click HERE to see her free herself from the
imprisonment of an isolating snow globe.  
May your month bring you transformation to new worlds of freedom and beauty where you can thrive as you connect
more deeply with your authentic self.
  NANCY
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